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Overview
• Background/review
• Scope; review of some critiques of 

machine learning
• Examples of work that take, or enable, a 

critical approach
• Possibilities
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Goals
• To separate out possibilities “external” to 

ML to those “internal” to ML (while also 
critiquing, and blurring, that boundary)
• To give neat examples of ML
• To connect some specific technical 

constructs in ML to possibilities for 
critique
• To get a conversation/sharing going! 
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Building on two remote sessions
• “Defining Critical Quantitative and Computational 

Methodologies.” William T. Grant AQC SCHOLARS Virtual 
Seminar Series, 27 May 2021. 
https://www.mominmalik.com/icqcm2021.pdf

• “Computational Approaches III: Applications.” ICQCM 2021 
Seminar Series, 22 July 2021. 
https://www.mominmalik.com/icqcm2021b.pdf

• If you didn’t know and/or didn’t attend those sessions: this 
builds on them, but doesn’t require them. Also feel free to 
check out the slides! 
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“Defining QCM” key points: What
• Incorporating ready-made quant methods into a critical approach 

is most straightforward
– “Minimal” critical QCM: quant demonstrations of disparities that links 

to theory about the source of those disparities (e.g., white supremacy, 
dehumanization)

• But more intellectually interesting for me is integrating the logic of 
modeling with the logic of critical theory at a fundamental level

• Much harder—requiring dual training—but a rich intellectual 
project
– On the other hand, maybe useless practically, and the “minimal” 

version of critical QCM is most useful and important
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“Defining QCM” key points: Why
• Strategic quantification/strategic modeling (after Spivak’s 

“strategic essentialism”) to demonstrate inequality? 
(Strategic positivism; Wyly, 2009)
– Rhetorical use: convince power-brokers?

• “Counterhegemonic modeling” (Richardson 2020): 
modeling ironically to reveal the absurdity of modeling?

• Alternatively: just because quantification is currently 
associated with power does not mean it is essentially so. 
Qualitative inquiry can be just as or more oppressive, it just 
isn’t currently in power
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“Computational Approaches” key points
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“Computational Approaches” key points
Machine learning: An 
instrumental use of statistical 
correlations to mimic the 
output of a target process, 
rather than understand the 
relationship between inputs 
and outputs. Involves finding 
expressions that maximize 
correlation.

Breiman 2001. See also Jones 2018.

y xunknown

decision trees
neural nets

y xnature

Statistics:

Machine learning:
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“Computational Approaches” key points
“Source subject”: Marquese Scott

Caroline Chan, “Everybody Dance Now: Motion Retargeting Video Subjects.” 
https://youtu.be/PCBTZh41Ris
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Scope; Review of some critiques
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ML is bad for making claims about the 
world!!
• The best-fitting (most accurate*) model does not necessarily reflect 

how the world works
• This has been shocking in statistics for decades (Stein’s paradox, 

Leo Breiman’s “two cultures” [2001]), but little known outside
• Why: one reason is the “bias-variance tradeoff”
– Even when available, the ”true” covariates may be noisy, in which case 

proxies (or even just going with the mean) sometimes does better
• Another reason: narrowing in to get one causal relationship 

“correct” might require sacrificing the rest of the model
• So: we can use correlations to “predict” without “explaining” 

(knowing causality)!
* Or other relevant metric of success 
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Machine learning to “prove”?

Our results demonstrate that word embeddings are a power-
ful lens through which we can systematically quantify common
stereotypes and other historical trends. Embeddings thus provide
an important quantitative metric which complements existing,
more qualitative, linguistic and sociological analyses of biases. In
Embedding Framework Overview and Validations, we validate that
embeddings accurately capture sociological trends by comparing
associations in the embeddings with census and other externally
verifiable data. In Quantifying Gender Stereotypes and Quantifying

Ethnic Stereotypes we apply the framework to quantify the change
in stereotypes of women, men, and ethnic minorities. We further
discuss our findings in Discussion and provide additional details
in Materials and Methods.

Embedding Framework Overview and Validations

In this section, we briefly describe our methods and data and
then validate our findings. We focus on showing that word
embeddings are an effective tool to study historical biases and
stereotypes by relating measurements from these embeddings
to historical census and survey data. The consistent replication
of such historical data, both in magnitude and in direction of
biases, validates the use of embeddings in such work. This section
extends the analysis of refs. 20 and 21 in showing that embed-
dings can also be used as a comparative tool over time as a
consistent metric for various biases.

Summary of Data and Methods. We now briefly describe our
datasets and methods, leaving details to Materials and Methods

and SI Appendix, section A. All of our code and embeddings
are available publicly⇤. For contemporary snapshot analysis, we
use the standard Google News word2vec vectors trained on the
Google News dataset (24, 25). For historical temporal analysis, we
use previously trained Google Books/Corpus of Historical Amer-
ican English (COHA) embeddings, which are a set of nine embed-
dings, each trained on a decade in the 1900s, using the COHA
and Google Books (26). As additional validation, we train, using
the GLoVe algorithm (27), embeddings from the New York Times

Annotated Corpus (28) for every year between 1988 and 2005. We
then collate several word lists to represent each gender† (men,
women) and ethnicity‡ (White, Asian, and Hispanic), as well as
neutral words (adjectives and occupations). For occupations, we
use historical US census data (29) to extract the percentage of
workers in each occupation that belong to each gender or ethnic
group and compare it to the bias in the embeddings.

Using the embeddings and word lists, one can measure the
strength of association (embedding bias) between neutral words
and a group. As an example, we overview the steps we use to quan-
tify the occupational embedding bias for women. We first com-
pute the average embedding distance between words that repre-
sent women—e.g., she, female—and words for occupations—e.g.,
teacher, lawyer. For comparison, we also compute the average
embedding distance between words that represent men and the
same occupation words. A natural metric for the embedding bias

⇤All of our own data and analysis tools are available on GitHub at https://github.com/
nikhgarg/EmbeddingDynamicStereotypes. Census data are available through the Inte-
grated Public Use Microdata Series (29). We link to the sources for each embedding
used in Materials and Methods.

†There is an increasingly recognized difference between sex and gender and thus
between the words male/female and man/woman, as well as nonbinary categories. We
limit our analysis to the two major binary categories due to technical limitations, and
we use male and female as part of the lists of words associated with men and women,
respectively, when measuring gender associations. We also use results from refs. 6 and
7 which study stereotypes associated with sex.

‡When we refer to Whites or Asians, we specifically mean the non-Hispanic subpopu-
lation. For each ethnicity, we generate a list of common last names among the group.
Unfortunately, our present methods do not extend to Blacks due to large overlaps in
common last names among Whites and Blacks in the United States.

is the average distance for women minus the average distance for
men. If this value is negative, then the embedding more closely
associates the occupations with men. More generally, we com-
pute the representative group vector by taking the average of the
vectors for each word in the given gender/ethnicity group. Then
we compute the average Euclidean distance between each repre-
sentative group vector and each vector in the neutral word list of
interest, which could be occupations or adjectives. The difference
of the average distances is our metric for bias—we call this the
relative norm difference or simply embedding bias.

We use ordinary least-squares regressions to measure asso-
ciations in our analysis. In this paper, we report r2 and the
coefficient P value for each regression, along with the intercept
confidence interval when relevant.

Validation of the Embedding Bias. To verify that the bias in the
embedding accurately reflects sociological trends, we compare
the trends in the embeddings with quantifiable demographic
trends in the occupation participation, as well as historical sur-
veys of stereotypes. First, we use women and minority ethnic
participation statistics (relative to men and Whites, respectively)
in different occupations as a benchmark because it is an objective
metric of social changes. We show that the embedding accu-
rately captures both gender and ethnic occupation percentages
and consistently reflects historical changes.

Next, we validate that the embeddings capture personality trait
stereotypes. A difficulty in social science is the relative dearth of
historical data to systematically quantify stereotypes, which high-
lights the value of our embedding framework as a quantitative
tool but also makes it challenging to directly confirm our findings
on adjectives. Nevertheless, we make use of the best available
data from historical surveys, gender stereotypes from 1977 and
1990 (6, 7) and ethnic stereotypes from the Princeton trilogy
from 1933, 1951, and 1969 (8–10).
Comparison with women’s occupation participation. We investi-
gate how the gender bias of occupations in the word embeddings
relates to the empirical percentage of women in each of these
occupations in the United States. Fig. 1 shows, for each occu-
pation, the relationship between the relative percentage (of
women) in the occupation in 2015 and the relative norm dis-
tance between words associated with women and men in the
Google News embeddings. (Occupations whose 2015 percent-
age is not available, such as midwife, are omitted. We further
note that the Google News embedding is trained on a corpus

Librarian

Secretary

Carpenter

Nurse

Engineer

Mechanic

Housekeeper

Dancer

Women Occupation % Difference

Fig. 1. Women’s occupation relative percentage vs. embedding bias in
Google News vectors. More positive indicates more associated with women
on both axes. P < 10�10, r2 = 0.499. The shaded region is the 95% boot-
strapped confidence interval of the regression line. In this single embedding,
then, the association in the embedding effectively captures the percentage
of women in an occupation.

2 of 10 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1720347115 Garg et al.

• Unlike statistics, machine 
learning isn’t well-suited for 
making claims about the way 
the world works

• Maybe incidental outputs of 
models are revealing (e.g., 
“Word embeddings quantify 
100 years of gender and 
ethnic stereotypes”; Garg et 
al., 2017)… but that is indirect, 
and reifies ML
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Critiques of ML from “outside”?
• (Some of these people are “insiders”, 

but these are critiques that aren’t 
making use of machine learning, or 
anything more than straightforward 
quantitative methods, and so outside 
the scope I’m setting)

• This type of work is probably 
societally more important than the 
scope I consider, and there’s lots 
more work to do of this type of work, 
but I am interested in a less explored 
space of critical approaches 
with/within/through ML

• Safiya Noble
• Ruha Benjamin
• Meredith Broussard
• Virginia Eubanks
• Cathy O’Neil
• Adrian Mackenzie
• Dan McQuillan
• Matteo Pasquinelli
• Yarden Katz
• Data Feminism
• Coalition for Critical Technology
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Applied STS?
• Incorporating science studies lessons (e.g., “responsible 

research and innovation”) into data science education
– “Integrating FATE/critical data studies into data science 

curricula: Where are we going and how do we get there?” 
(Bates et al., 2020)

– “Critique and contribute: A practice-based framework for 
improving critical data studies and data science” (Neff et al., 
2017)

– “‘You social scientists love mind games’: Experimenting in the 
‘divide’ between data science and critical algorithm studies” 
(Moats & Seaver, 2019)
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Can critique and quantification mix?
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Artistic approaches?
NOOSCOPE THE RISE OF AI STATISTICAL MODELS AS INSTRUMENTS OF KNOWLEDGE

A DIAGRAM OF MACHINE LEARNING ERRORS, BIASES AND LIMITATIONS  
VLADAN JOLER AND MATTEO PASQUINELLI (2020)
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General methodological critique?
• “Troubling trends in machine learning 

scholarship” (Lipton & Steinhardt, 2018)
• “Machine learning that matters” (Wagstaff, 2012)
• “Reliance on metrics is a fundamental challenge 

for AI” (Thomas & Uminsky 2020)
• “Underspecification presents challenges for 

credibility in modern machine learning” 
(D’Amour et al., 2020)
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Examples of work that take, or enable, a 
critical approach
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Auditing
Gender Shades

Figure 1: Example images and average faces from the new Pilot Parliaments Benchmark (PPB). As
the examples show, the images are constrained with relatively little variation in pose. The
subjects are composed of male and female parliamentarians from 6 countries. On average,
Senegalese subjects are the darkest skinned while those from Finland and Iceland are the
lightest skinned.

created a new dataset with more balanced skin
type and gender representations.

3.1. Rationale for Phenotypic Labeling

Though demographic labels for protected classes
like race and ethnicity have been used for per-
forming algorithmic audits (Friedler et al., 2016;
Angwin et al., 2016) and assessing dataset diver-
sity (Han and Jain, 2014), phenotypic labels are
seldom used for these purposes. While race la-
bels are suitable for assessing potential algorith-
mic discrimination in some forms of data (e.g.
those used to predict criminal recidivism rates),
they face two key limitations when used on visual
images. First, subjects’ phenotypic features can
vary widely within a racial or ethnic category.
For example, the skin types of individuals iden-
tifying as Black in the US can represent many
hues. Thus, facial analysis benchmarks consist-
ing of lighter-skinned Black individuals would not
adequately represent darker-skinned ones. Sec-
ond, racial and ethnic categories are not consis-

tent across geographies: even within countries
these categories change over time.

Since race and ethnic labels are unstable, we
decided to use skin type as a more visually pre-
cise label to measure dataset diversity. Skin type
is one phenotypic attribute that can be used to
more objectively characterize datasets along with
eye and nose shapes. Furthermore, skin type was
chosen as a phenotypic factor of interest because
default camera settings are calibrated to expose
lighter-skinned individuals (Roth, 2009). Poorly
exposed images that result from sensor optimiza-
tions for lighter-skinned subjects or poor illumi-
nation can prove challenging for automated facial
analysis. By labeling faces with skin type, we
can increase our understanding of performance
on this important phenotypic attribute.

3.2. Existing Benchmark Selection
Rationale

IJB-A is a US government benchmark released
by the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

4

• “Gender shades: Intersectional 
accuracy disparities in commercial 
gender classification” (Buolamwini
& Gebru, 2019)

• Follow-up work: “Actionable 
auditing: Investigating the impact 
of publicly naming biased 
performance results of 
commercial AI products” (Raji & 
Buolamwini, 2019), “Lessons from 
archives: strategies for collecting 
sociocultural data in machine 
learning” (Jo & Gebru, 2020)
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Reverse-engineering?
• “The age of secrecy and unfairness in 

recidivism prediction” (Rudin et al., 
2020)

• Convincingly and impressively 
reverse-engineers the functional form 
and specification of the (proprietary) 
COMPAS model

• Allows for much finer-grained 
analysis and critique (and counter-
modeling, although questionable)
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ML as scalable measurement?

(a) 2011 Image (b) 2011 Ground Truth (c) 2017 Image (d) 2017 Predictions

Figure 7: Examples of the change detected between 2011 and 2017 images in a wealthy neighborhood
near a big mall. Dark gray: Wealthy Neighborhood, White: Background.

We first downsampled the 2017 images to the same resolution as those from 2011 (21, 760⇥ 21, 760),
and then followed the same procedure as Section 4 to further process the images. To quantify the
amount of change between the number of pixels belonging to each neighborhood in 2017 vs. 2011,
we went through the following steps. (See supplementary materials A.2.7 for more detail).

1. Convert RGB masks into grayscale.

2. Store the difference in grayscale values between the 2017 predicted masks and 2011 ground
truth masks. This allows us to see the “raw” difference in image masks, where no change
would have the value zero and each other change would have a unique grayscale value. For
example, the change from background to wealthy neighborhood is represented by 131.

3. Blur the difference image using a Gaussian kernel and threshold the output to reduce noise.

4. Store cluster centroids and the area of the cluster associated with each type of difference.

After these steps, we can reference each cluster centroid with the EA dataset (described in Section
3.2) and associate the changes we observe with specific municipalities and districts from 2011.

Results. Figure 6 shows the estimated changes associated with each class. For instance, we estimate
that ⇠ 40% of neighborhoods remained the same type (e.g. ⇠ 45% of wealthy pixels are still wealthy).
Our results also estimate that ⇠ 90% of vacant land stays vacant, but that ⇠ 60% of the vacant
land that has been developed has been converted to wealthy residential neighborhoods, with ⇠ 30%
developed to non wealthy residential neighborhoods. As noted in [27], Gauteng has seen a population
explosion due to migration in addition to other factors, and construction has been dominated by
wealthy formal residential buildings (Supplementary A.2.8). What is equally notable, according to
the study, is the spread of shopping malls (up by 106% between 2001–2016), often surrounded by
wealthy neighborhoods. Our estimates show similar trends, with Figure 7 showing an example of a
wealthy neighborhood that was constructed around a mall between 2011 and 2017. While we are
excited by our preliminary results, there are many sources of potential errors (Supplementary A.2.9)
starting with the difference in image resolutions which we plan to investigate in more detail.

6 Broader Impact and Conclusion

We have introduced the first visual dataset of South Africa which can be used to analyze the effects
of spatial apartheid, and described our iterative data annotation process that allowed us to assemble
this dataset. We performed analyses to understand the characteristics of our dataset, and show the
types of tasks that can be performed using it. We hope to enable those interested in studying and
reversing the effects of spatial apartheid, to use this dataset. Coupling our analysis with census data
could give further information on how the demographic makeup of the neighborhoods has changed,
and working with policymakers could help us advocate for policies that desegregate neighborhoods.

As mentioned in Section 1, datasets such as this one could be aggregated with other datasets and used
for applications which are not endorsed by us. This includes insurance companies using imagery to
set high insurance rates for marginalized communities [3], financial organizations setting loans based
on observations using satellite imagery [34], and entities associated with law enforcement and the
military using satellite and associated imagery for drone and other types of targeting [57, 33]. Given
this, we make our dataset accessible only for noncommercial use and through a request form which
includes questions about intended use, the details of which can be found on the associated datasheet
for the dataset.
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• “Constructing a 
visual dataset to 
study the effects of 
spatial apartheid in 
South Africa” (Sefala
et al., 2021)

• (See also: “Measuring urban 
social diversity using 
interconnected geo-social 
networks”; Hristova et al., 2016)

(a) Converting building point data to polygons
using a buffer algorithm to approximate the
space covered by the buildings.

(c) Dissolving overlapping building polygons
by neighborhood. Images are of size 786 x
386 pixels and resolution 2.5m per pixel.

(b) Computing the spatial intersection be-
tween the land use labels from the EA dataset
and the buffed building polygons so that we
can label the types of neighborhoods these
houses are in.

Figure 3: Data processing steps.
We trained a U-Net model on this dataset (details in Supplementary A.1.2), and examining the results
uncovered some shortcomings of the dataset. Table 3 shows that while pixels in the dataset were
classified with 61% accuracy, as shown by the low Cohen’s Kappa value (0.0151), this is due to the
over-representation of farmland (57% of pixels in the training data). Further, since the EA labels only
specify the designated land use, vacant, farm, commercial and industrial lands can be confused for
each other because undeveloped land often looks like vacant land (see Supplementary A.1.3). A clear
next step from this iteration was to create ground truth labels which enable us to distinguish between
background pixels and those representing buildings.

Using the EA and building datasets as Ground-truth: In order to label our satellite images with
building locations, we used the geo-referenced buildings dataset described in Section 3, and followed
the procedure below to create masks assigning each pixel in a satellite image to the desired class.

• Buffing points into polygons: The first step was to use the buffer algorithm to transform
each point into a circular polygon of a specific radius. In our case, we inflated the points
by a distance of 0.0007 decimal degrees. We arrived at this number through a trial and
error search, looking for polygons which covered an average suburban house and its yard
(Figure 3(a)). Buffing allows large swaths of vacant land to be labelled as background. See
Supplementary A.1.4 for details.

• Spatial Intersection: To label which neighborhood each building belongs to, we computed
the spatial intersection of the EA and buffed building datasets as demonstrated in Figure 3(b),
joining the datasets at their overlapping points.

• Dissolve polygons by neighborhood types: Before this step, the polygons consisted of over
12 million data points each saved in shapefiles, resulting in computationally expensive read
and write operations to convert them to image masks. Dissolving significantly reduced the
number of polygons by grouping those that belong to the same neighborhood together.

• Create masks: We overlaid the dissolved polygons on the satellite imagery to create labels
designating each pixel as one of the 11 classes or background if it does not denote a building.

Training a U-Net model on this dataset achieves an accuracy of 92.94% and a Cohen’s Kappa value
of 0.6299 on the 12 classes, a significant improvement from the previous value of 0.0151 (results
summarized in Table 3). Since the building polygon dataset was created using building data points,
labels on farmland, for example, depict the buildings on farms and not the farm itself. Further
analyzing the results, we saw that most of the confusion was between classes with similar visual
characteristics like farm houses and smallholdings, and it is unlikely that even a human would be able
to distinguish between these classes visually. To alleviate this confusion, we collapsed the 12 classes
in our dataset into 4 visually distinct categories, combining classes with similar visual characteristics:
background (all land without buildings), wealthy neighborhoods (suburbs, smallholdings, and farms),
non wealthy neighborhoods (townships, informal settlements, villages and collective living quarters),
and nonresidential building clusters (commercial areas, industrial areas, buildings on vacant land,
parks, and recreational areas). The wealthy/non wealthy neighborhood demarcation was also informed
by examining real estate prices on websites such as www.property24.co.za. Small holdings,
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Qualitative follow-up? 
• “Gender identity and lexical variation in 

social media” (Bamman et al., 2014)
• Classified along a gender binary in line 

with existing work, but then looks at 
people who are “misclassified” 
qualitatively, in recognition of gender as 
a performance

• (See also: “Gender recognition or gender 
reductionism? The social implications of 
automatic gender recognition systems”, 
Hamidi et al., 2018; “The misgendering 
machines: Trans/HCI implications of 
automatic gender recognition”, Keyes 
2018)

the accuracy with network features is 63 percent (corresponding to the degree
of gender homophily), and the accuracy without network features or text is 56
percent (corresponding to the total proportion of male authors in the dataset).
Network features are informative when a very limited amount of text is
available, but their impact soon disappears: given just 1,000 words per author,
network features no longer offer any observable improvement in accuracy,
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Figure 1: Social network composition and gender classifier confidence, binned by
decile, for: (a) male authors; (b) female authors. The higher the gender skew of the
social network, the more confident the classifier is in its prediction

GENDER AND VARIATION IN SOCIAL MEDIA 151

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Qualitative evaluation? 
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for more research and evaluation in order to convince teachers about the effectiveness of PLA tools. As one person explained, 
“The tools need to be able to sell themselves” (Business interviewee 1). In addition, interviewees identified that “Using it on 
a voluntary basis does not work... we need to be clear on how much easier we can make life for teachers with it” (Business 
interviewee 3). What is needed to achieve wider adoption is “to be part of the strategy” (Business interviewee 1) and not an 
optional add-on. 

Table 1: Themes from Interviews with 20 Education Managers (Organized by Faculty) 
Themes RQs Science faculty Business 

Faculty 
Teaching and 
Learning Unit 

Student 
engagement 
and support 

Tuition 
delivery 

Data 
professionals 

General 
perceptions  

RQ1 Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive 

Perceived 
challenges 

RQ2 Lack of 
evaluation  
(Rec. 1)*; 
Lack of 
understanding 
as to how to use 
PLA  
(Rec. 2; Rec. 7) 

Lack of 
evaluation 
(Rec. 1); 
Lack of 
understanding 
as to how to 
use PLA (Rec. 
2; Rec. 7) 

Lack of 
systematic 
evaluation 
(contradictory 
outcomes) 
(Rec. 1;  
Rec. 7) 

Lack of 
evaluation 
(Rec. 1;  
Rec. 7) 

Course 
design should 
define PLA 
use 

Alignment 
across 
stakeholders 
(Rec. 3); 
Development 
of digital 
skills  

Factors 
explaining 
slow 
uptake 

RQ2 Teachers’ 
workload (Rec. 
5); 
Varied course 
designs 

Institutional 
changes 
impacting 
teachers’ work 
(Rec. 5); 
Lack of 
evidence about 
PLA 
effectiveness 
(Rec. 1) 

Lack of 
ongoing 
support; 
Development 
of relevant 
skills 

Management 
priorities 
(Rec. 4); 
Investment in 
staff 

Lack of 
evidence 
(Rec. 1); 
Voluntary 
nature of 
participation; 
Lack of 
training; 
Teachers’ 
contracts 
(Rec. 5) 

Lack of a 
common 
vision about 
PLA (Rec. 6) 

*Rec. stands for “recommendation”; see next section 
 
Teaching and Learning Unit: In terms of RQ1, interviewees from the central teaching and learning unit perceived PLA 

tools as highly relevant to supplementing decisions about when and who should contact students as part of a communication 
strategy. As explained, for them “the outcomes of using it were positive” (TLU interviewee 1). In the case of access courses, 
a first pilot evaluation of SPM showed increase in student numbers in groups informed by PLA data, yet the outcomes were 
not significant. They perceived this evidence as adequate for integrating PLA insights when making contact with students. In 
terms of wider adoption (RQ2), they raised the need for ongoing support when using PLA tools, development of relevant skills 
and resources available to support the tools. Concerns were raised around the “plethora of data and sometimes contradictory 
outputs” (TLU interviewee 1) and “not enough data resources and people” (TLU interviewee 2). 

Student Engagement and Support: Interviewees from Academic Services supporting students were generally pleased with 
the early evidence of PLA impact on student retention and performance, and highly positive about their potential to support 
students and their learning experience: “So far the experience is very positive” (Academic Services interviewee 1). In terms of 
barriers to PLA adoption, they perceived these as being more relevant to immediate management priorities, as the past year 
has seen a significant re-organization of student support across the unit with the closure of seven regional centres and the 
creation of four larger student support centres. This has meant management priorities focused on short-term matters, such as 
allocating available resources to make contact with students at risk of failing, rather than the use of PLA per se. 

One interviewee raised the issue of the need to invest in staff to undertake the work as a “barrier to success” (Academic 
Services interviewee 3). Limited staff availability often results in intervening with students at risk (as predicted by PLA) by 
emailing them once, rather than giving them a phone call, which is perceived as being more effective. Overall, some questioned 
the existing approaches to intervention (e.g., email or phone call) and whether these were appropriate and effective. There was 
also a concern that PLA is at an early stage of development and there is not enough evidence to know whether it should be 
used widely or not. 

• “Predictive learning analytics ‘at 
scale’: Towards guidelines to 
successful implementation in 
higher education based on the 
case of the Open University UK” 
(Herodotou et al., 2019a)

• (See also: “A large-scale 
implementation of predictive 
learning analytics in higher 
education: The teachers’ role and 
perspective”, Herodotou et al., 
2019b)
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Qualitative rigor?
• “Garbage in, garbage out? 

Do machine learning 
application papers in social 
computing report where 
human-labeled training data 
comes from?” (Geiger et al., 
2020)

• Where labels come from 
matter! 
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Qualitative rigor in context, too?
Loss Other Aggression

Labels p r f p r f p r f Macro F1
Gold 77.08 56.92 65.49 88.04 95.76 91.74 50 27.59 35.56 64.26

Distant 50.00 48.46 49.22 85.63 84.50 85.06 19.72 24.14 21.71 52.00
Table 2: SVM performance trained on hand-labeled vs distantly-labeled data.
The di�erence between F1 scores is statistically signi�cant with p=0.001.

On the test set, the model trained on hand labels achieved an f-
score of 64.26, while the distant model scored 52.00. Details showing
precision and recall can be seen in the accompanying table (Table
2). When considering the question of whether it is worthwhile to
manually annotate a corpus, it is useful to compare performance
of a model using this data to performance of the same model on a
dataset created without such investment of e�ort. In this case, we
use as our baseline, performance of our SVM model on a distantly
labeled dataset where samples are labeled by the presence or ab-
sence of handpicked indicator words for each class - a simple and
natural method of gathering data that makes use of our annotators’
expertise and does not require them to manually label thousands of
tweets. Distant labeling has been used in the past to label sentiment
and emotion tweets using hashtags present in the posted tweets
[9]. The fact that the same model trained on hand-labeled data
substantially outperforms this baseline indicates that these manual
annotations are in fact highly useful to our models, and that they
do provide additional information that distant labeling does not.

In addition to our work using support vector machines, we have
also developed a classi�er using a neural net approach implemented
using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [4]. This work was
novel in that it used contextual information about the content of
past posts by the user of the post the system is currently classifying
as well as information about the emotional content of past posts.
This recent work also used the same labeled dataset, annotated
using CASM. We were able to show that context enabled signi�cant
improvement over our baselines and thus, this work is another
indication of the importance of context in developing NLP systems
for classi�cation.

4 ETHICS
Implementation of the CASM approach requires iterative and on-
going foundational considerations regarding the ethics of inter-
pretation, analysis and sharing of social media data. Our ethics
discussion attempts to wrestle with the real-life tensions inherent
in using arti�cial intelligence to study human behavior grounded
in violence prevention e�orts. Our work sits between two critical
issues: 1) Black families wanting their children to be safe and desir-
ing tools that help achieve these ends and 2) digital surveillance and
policing enacting and enhancing yet another form of state violence
on Black people and communities.

Research involving publicly available social media data has the
potential to (in)directly impact study populations in harmful ways.
Ethical obligations include clarity of the context and potential vul-
nerabilities speci�c to each study population (e.g., heightened police
surveillance), adopting various mechanisms to protect the study

population (e.g., encrypting and de-identifying the data), and ensur-
ing the research does not amplify vulnerabilities or create further
marginalization or harm.

While our research uses publicly available tweets, the users in our
dataset (Black youth) face varying levels of marginalization, crimi-
nalization, and police surveillance online and o�ine. We contend
with the fact that although our system is arguably “accurate” be-
cause we leverage qualitative insights and context, a more accurate
system might also indicate harm in this context. The ability to au-
tomatically identify aggressive and threatening content from Black
youth can also be used as evidence in the criminal justice system,
creating an automated pipeline towards furthering e-carceration.
Any study that utilizes the CASM approach should be accompanied
by a robust set of ethical guidelines that ask the study team to
consider: 1) real-world consequences of applying algorithmic tools
to complex social problems; 2) measurement for success of NLP
outputs (e.g., is “accuracy” an appropriate measure of success?); and
3) the extraction of context for NLP systems and how it is derived,
analyzed, and validated.

With these consideration inmind, we implemented variousmech-
anisms to protect our study population from further harm. First,
before our annotators are given access to the dataset, they are re-
quired to sign the aforementioned EAA. The EAA also includes
steps for accountability if one of the practices are not followed.
Second, when sharing our work through publications and presen-
tations, we de-identify all social media posts, rendering the text
unsearchable, and use images from Flickr: Creative Commons rather
than from our dataset to avoid shining a spotlight on our users in
the sea of social media posts. Third, we only share our dataset
with community partners and other researchers who sign a Mem-
orandum of Understanding (MOU) outlining the intentions and
purposes for using the social media dataset. CASM’s in-depth in-
terpretation of social media posts requires a dynamic and adaptive
understanding of the ethical obligations regarding the safety and
protection of social media users. E�ective use of CASM requires a
critical consideration of context and which tools �t that context.

5 CONCLUSION
The purpose of this article is to present a new method, developed
by social work researchers and computer scientists, for confronting
bias, leveraging community and domain expertise, and unpacking
the promise and challenge of extracting contextual features in so-
cial media data. For data scientists, the ability to make sense of
and accurately classify social media data is of prime concern [5].
Unsupervised and semi-supervised learning systems may struggle
to make meaning of social media posts, which is especially true for
data from communities of color [3, 13].

• “Contextual analysis of social media: The promise and 
challenge of eliciting context in social media posts with 
natural language processing” (Patton et al., 2020a)

• “VATAS: An open-source web platform for visual and textual analysis of social media” 
(Patton et al., 2020b): “The lack of expertise is more relevant for marginalized 
communities or other critical domains that require specific training or background 
knowledge that are common in the field of social work. Poor performance is 
subsequently propagated into machine-learning models, as the models statistically fit 
the resulting data set with the purpose of learning to label samples the same way it was 
done by annotators. As a result, unreliable annotations can lead to models with low 
classification accuracy and biased predictions. This issue is why social work should drive 
social media annotation and interpretation of data and results, particularly when it 
relates to the most challenging social problems.”
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Adding complexity?

Figure 4: Examples of sentence pairs with bi-modal human judgment distributions. Examples are drawn from
SNLI, the VerbNet portion of DNC, and the MegaVerdicality portion of DNC (from left to right). Training
distribution is in blue; test in orange. Dotted black line shows the model fit when using a single component; shaded
gray shows the model learned when allowed to fit k components. Distributions are over z-normalized scores in
which 0 roughly corresponds to neutral (p !" h) but not precisely (§3.3).

however, would compromise both the ‘‘natural-
ness’’ of the task for annotators and the empiricist
approach to representation learning currently de-
sired in NLP (as discussed in Section 2).

Does context reduce disagreement? One fair
objection to these results is that sentence-level
inferences are problematic due to the lack of
context provided. It is reasonable to believe that
the divergences in judgments stem from the
fact that, when details of the context are left
unspecified, different raters choose to fill in these
details differently. This would inevitably lead to
different inferences, but would not be reflective
of differences in humans’ representations of lin-
guistic ‘‘meaning’’ as it pertains to NLI. We thus
explore whether providing additional context will
yield less-divergent human judgments. To do this,
we construct a small dataset in which we can
collect annotations with varying levels of context,
as described next.

Method. We sample sentences from Wikipedia,
restricting to sentences that are at least four words
long and contain a subject and a verb. We consider
each of these sentences to be a candidate premise
(p), and generate a corresponding hypothesis (h)
by replacing a word w1 from p with a substitute
w2, where w2 has a known lexical semantic re-
lationship to w1. Specifically, we use as set of
300 word pairs: 100 hypernym/hyponym pairs,
100 antonym pairs, and 100 co-hyponym pairs.
We chose these categories in order to ensure that
our analysis consists of meaningful substitutions
and that it covers a variety of types of inference
judgments. Our hypernyms and antonyms are

taken from WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), with hy-
pernyms limited to first-sense immediate hyper-
nyms. Our co-hyponyms are taken from an internal
database, which we constructed by running Hearst
patterns (Hearst, 1992) over a large text corpus.
The 300 word pairs we used are available for
inspection at https://github.com/epavlick/NLI-
variation-data. After making the substitution, we
score each candidate p and h with a language
model (Józefowicz et al., 2016) and disregard
pairs for which the perplexity of h is more than 5
points above that of p. This threshold was chosen
based on manual inspection of a sample of the
output, and is effective at removing sentences
in which the substitution yielded a meaningless
hypothesis—for example, by replacing a w1 that
was part of a multiword expression.

For each resulting p/h pair, we collect ratings
at three levels: word level, in which p and h are
each a single word; sentence level, in which p
and h are each a sentence; and paragraph level, in
which p is a full paragraph and h is a sentence (as
depicted in Figure 6). We use the same anno-
tation design as described in Section 3.2. To
quantify the level of disagreement in the observed
judgments, we compute two measures: 1) variance
of observed ratings and 2) ! log likelihood, that
is, the change in log likelihood of held out data
that results from using a k-component GMM
over a single-component Gaussian (as described
in the previous section). We note that ! log
likelihood is a more direct measure of the type
of disagreement in which we are interested in
this paper (i.e., disagreements stemming from
multimodal distributions of judgments that are
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• “Inherent disagreements in 
human textual inferences” 
(Pavlick & Kwiatkowski, 
2019)

• We can always add 
complexity, but it is seldom 
a good idea for the 
purposes of modeling: 
when, and how, is it worth 
the extra bother? 
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Investigating context?

Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, pages 3645–3650
Florence, Italy, July 28 - August 2, 2019. c�2019 Association for Computational Linguistics
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Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep Learning in NLP

Emma Strubell Ananya Ganesh Andrew McCallum

College of Information and Computer Sciences
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Abstract

Recent progress in hardware and methodol-
ogy for training neural networks has ushered
in a new generation of large networks trained
on abundant data. These models have ob-
tained notable gains in accuracy across many
NLP tasks. However, these accuracy improve-
ments depend on the availability of exception-
ally large computational resources that neces-
sitate similarly substantial energy consump-
tion. As a result these models are costly to
train and develop, both financially, due to the
cost of hardware and electricity or cloud com-
pute time, and environmentally, due to the car-
bon footprint required to fuel modern tensor
processing hardware. In this paper we bring
this issue to the attention of NLP researchers
by quantifying the approximate financial and
environmental costs of training a variety of re-
cently successful neural network models for
NLP. Based on these findings, we propose ac-
tionable recommendations to reduce costs and
improve equity in NLP research and practice.

1 Introduction

Advances in techniques and hardware for train-
ing deep neural networks have recently en-
abled impressive accuracy improvements across
many fundamental NLP tasks (Bahdanau et al.,
2015; Luong et al., 2015; Dozat and Man-
ning, 2017; Vaswani et al., 2017), with the
most computationally-hungry models obtaining
the highest scores (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al.,
2019; Radford et al., 2019; So et al., 2019). As
a result, training a state-of-the-art model now re-
quires substantial computational resources which
demand considerable energy, along with the as-
sociated financial and environmental costs. Re-
search and development of new models multiplies
these costs by thousands of times by requiring re-
training to experiment with model architectures
and hyperparameters. Whereas a decade ago most

Consumption CO2e (lbs)

Air travel, 1 person, NY$SF 1984
Human life, avg, 1 year 11,023
American life, avg, 1 year 36,156
Car, avg incl. fuel, 1 lifetime 126,000

Training one model (GPU)

NLP pipeline (parsing, SRL) 39
w/ tuning & experiments 78,468

Transformer (big) 192
w/ neural arch. search 626,155

Table 1: Estimated CO2 emissions from training com-
mon NLP models, compared to familiar consumption.1

NLP models could be trained and developed on
a commodity laptop or server, many now require
multiple instances of specialized hardware such as
GPUs or TPUs, therefore limiting access to these
highly accurate models on the basis of finances.

Even when these expensive computational re-
sources are available, model training also incurs a
substantial cost to the environment due to the en-
ergy required to power this hardware for weeks or
months at a time. Though some of this energy may
come from renewable or carbon credit-offset re-
sources, the high energy demands of these models
are still a concern since (1) energy is not currently
derived from carbon-neural sources in many loca-
tions, and (2) when renewable energy is available,
it is still limited to the equipment we have to pro-
duce and store it, and energy spent training a neu-
ral network might better be allocated to heating a
family’s home. It is estimated that we must cut
carbon emissions by half over the next decade to
deter escalating rates of natural disaster, and based
on the estimated CO2 emissions listed in Table 1,

1Sources: (1) Air travel and per-capita consumption:
https://bit.ly/2Hw0xWc; (2) car lifetime: https:
//bit.ly/2Qbr0w1.

• “Energy and policy 
considerations for 
deep learning in NLP” 
(Strubell et al., 2019)

• The paper that first 
pointed out the 
enormous energy cost 
(and therefore, CO2
emissions) of deep 
learning models
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Parameterizing energy/computation 
budget?

Proceedings of the 2019 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing
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Abstract

Research in natural language processing pro-
ceeds, in part, by demonstrating that new mod-
els achieve superior performance (e.g., accu-
racy) on held-out test data, compared to pre-
vious results. In this paper, we demonstrate
that test-set performance scores alone are in-
sufficient for drawing accurate conclusions
about which model performs best. We argue
for reporting additional details, especially per-
formance on validation data obtained during
model development. We present a novel tech-
nique for doing so: expected validation per-

formance of the best-found model as a func-
tion of computation budget (i.e., the number
of hyperparameter search trials or the overall
training time). Using our approach, we find
multiple recent model comparisons where au-
thors would have reached a different conclu-
sion if they had used more (or less) compu-
tation. Our approach also allows us to esti-
mate the amount of computation required to
obtain a given accuracy; applying it to sev-
eral recently published results yields massive
variation across papers, from hours to weeks.
We conclude with a set of best practices for
reporting experimental results which allow for
robust future comparison, and provide code to
allow researchers to use our technique.1

1 Introduction

In NLP and machine learning, improved perfor-
mance on held-out test data is typically used as
an indication of the superiority of one method
over others. But, as the field grows, there is
an increasing gap between the large computa-
tional budgets used for some high-profile exper-
iments and the budgets used in most other work
(Schwartz et al., 2019). This hinders meaning-
ful comparison between experiments, as improve-
ments in performance can, in some cases, be ob-

1https://github.com/allenai/allentune
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Figure 1: Current practice when compraing NLP mod-
els is to train multiple instantiations of each, choose
the best model of each type based on validation per-
formance, and compare their performance on test data
(inner box). Under this setup, (assuming test-set re-
sults are similar to validation), one would conclude
from the results above (hyperparameter search for two
models on the 5-way SST classification task) that the
CNN outperforms Logistic Regression (LR). In our
proposed evaluation framework, we instead encourage
practitioners to consider the expected validation accu-
racy (y-axis; shading shows ±1 standard deviation), as
a function of budget (x-axis). Each point on a curve
is the expected value of the best validation accuracy
obtained (y) after evaluating x random hyperparame-
ter values. Note that (1) the better performing model
depends on the computational budget; LR has higher
expected performance for budgets up to 10 hyperpa-
rameter assignments, while the CNN is better for larger
budgets. (2) Given a model and desired accuracy (e.g.,
0.395 for CNN), we can estimate the expected budget
required to reach it (16; dotted lines).

• “Show your work: 
Improved reporting of 
experimental results” 
(Dodge et al., 2019)

• If you optimize for 
accuracy and energy 
usage, different 
models come out on 
top
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Studying up?

Figure 4: Feature directionalities from the o�cer-level random forest model

found in the dataset. Finally, within each bin, the mean
and the standard deviation of the risk score distribution are
calculated. In Figure 5, we present the risk score curve for
the number of uses of force in tra�c stops over the last
15 years. It is notable that a sharp transition, or shift, in
the risk score distribution occurs around seven tra�c stops.
This sharp transition aligns with the behavior one would
expect from a random forest model, where risk scores are
determined via binary selection criteria that act as sharp
distributional “switches”.

To construct a metric for directionality from the estimated
risk score curve, we use the mean risk score di↵erence be-
tween the first and last bin. While this metric is arguably
less robust for features that undergo multiple transitions of
conflicting directions, it is a good first-order proxy for the
directionality of the most prominent features. Further, in
assessing the resulting data, such multiple transitions were
rare in the feature set used for the present work.

After estimating the risk score curve for every feature
used, we present in Figure 4 the most prominent direc-
tionalities we found in our model. It is worth noting that
while there is a strong correspondence between features with
high importances and high directionalities, it is not an exact
match. This is because the definition of feature importance
in random forests depends not only on the strength of the
directionality of a feature, but also on the exact configura-
tion of the trees within the forest. We are actively looking at
other ways of determining feature importance, such as using
additive models [7].

7. DISPATCH-LEVEL PREDICTION
As an exploratory exercise to better understand situa-

tional, near-term factors that may have an impact on of-

Figure 5: Risk score curve for the number of uses of force in
tra�c stops over the last 15 years.

ficer risk of adverse events, we attempt to predict which
dispatch calls are likely to result in an adverse event. Each
dispatch call record in the data contains data that includes
time, location, type of call, o�cers dispatched, and priority
(or urgency) of the situation. These environmental factors
of a given event could play a significant role in determining
whether an event “turns adverse”, in addition to the charac-
teristics of o�cers involved. Furthermore, a history of dis-
patch calls can be constructed for each o�cer, from which a
general pattern of dispatches leading to an eventual adverse
event can be found. For example, overworked o�cers at the
end of a long shift may be more likely to be involved in an
adverse event, and this analysis allows us to discern whether

7

• “Identifying police officers at 
risk of adverse events” (Carton 
et al., 2016)
– I.e., police brutality

• Why not subject those in 
power to the same 
“algorithmic” surveillance?

• (See also: “Studying up: 
reorienting the study of 
algorithmic fairness around 
issues of power”; Barabas et 
al., 2020)
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Studying the whole system?
Table 5: What factors predict whether judges will follow the recommendations of the risk
assessment?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A: Diverted | risk = low

Alternative risk score 0.013 0.010
(0.010) (0.010)

Black -0.015 -0.014
(0.015) (0.016)

Unemployed 0.025 0.009
(0.017) (0.018)

Female 0.040⇤⇤ 0.038⇤⇤

(0.016) (0.017)
Age<23 0.069⇤⇤⇤⇤ 0.065⇤⇤⇤

(0.020) (0.020)
Observations 3943 3943 3943 3943 3943 3943
R2 0.204 0.204 0.204 0.205 0.206 0.280
Mean DV 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

Panel B: Diverted | risk = high
Alternative risk score -0.004 -0.007

(0.005) (0.005)
Black -0.029⇤⇤⇤ -0.045⇤⇤⇤⇤

(0.010) (0.012)
Unemployed 0.043⇤⇤⇤⇤ 0.018

(0.012) (0.012)
Female 0.038⇤⇤⇤ 0.040⇤⇤⇤

(0.013) (0.014)
Age<23 0.065⇤⇤⇤⇤ 0.058⇤⇤⇤⇤

(0.011) (0.011)
Observations 7598 7598 7598 7598 7598 7598
R2 0.142 0.143 0.144 0.143 0.146 0.197
Mean DV 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16
⇤ p < 0.10, ⇤⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.01, ⇤⇤⇤⇤ p < 0.001

Note: The outcome variable in all regressions is a dummy equal to one if the defendant is diverted
from jail or prison. The top panel includes defendants who received a recommendation for diver-
sion from jail or prison due to the low risk score. The bottom panel includes defendants with a high
risk score who were not recommended for diversion. All regressions include controls for the exact
nonviolent risk score and the exact guidelines-recommended sentence. The alternative risk score is
a risk score we built using a random forest model and various demographic, criminal history, and
o↵ense variables.

44

 Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3489440 

• “Algorithmic risk assessment in the 
hand of humans” (Stevenson & Doleac, 
2019)

• Judges can ignore recommendations. 
They do so… but not at random

• Gives justification for giving harsher 
sentences to Black people (“the 
‘algorithm’ says so!”

• But judges exercise discretion with 
younger defendants (the innocence of 
youth)

• (Also looks at the aggregate impact of 
the system)
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Irony?
• “Predicting financial crime: 

Augmenting the predictive 
policing arsenal” (Clifton et 
al., 2017)

• Not something that we’d 
expect will actually be taken 
up: but this is what it would 
look like if we treated white 
people’s crimes as 
symmetric with those of 
Black people

7

a geohash. It is a multi-label (one-vs-rest) random forest model, again trained 
on the same data.

Model Mean Accuracy Standard Deviation

Mcrime 0.90 0.03

MʦQH 0.65 0.13

Mtype 0.46 0.80

7DEOH����2XU�PRGHOVʑ�PHDQ�DFFXUDFLHV�DQG�VWDQGDUG�GHYLDWLRQV�

)LJ�����7KH�:&&(:6�XVHU�LQWHUIDFH��7KH�PDS�VKRZV�GRZQWRZQ�0DQKDWWDQ�LQ�
1HZ�<RUN�&LW\��1<��&RORU�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�SUHGLFWHG�GHQVLW\�RI�ZKLWH�FROODU�FULP-
LQDO�DFWLYLW\��7KH�OHIW�KDQG�SDQHO�VKRZV�WKH�7RS�5LVN�/LNHOLKRRGV�RI�WKH�OLVWHG�
crimes occurring within the selected geohash. Below is a histogram indicating 
SUHGLFWHG�$SSUR[LPDWH�&ULPH�6HYHULW\�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�GLVFUHWH�EUDFNHWV�RI�YL-
RODWLRQ�DPRXQW�LQ��86'��)LQDOO\��WKH�SDQHO�OLVWV�3RWHQWLDO�2ʷHQGHUV�RSHUDWLQJ�
ZLWKLQ�WKH�VHOHFWHG�JHRKDVK��DQG�D�JHQHUDOL]HG�ZKLWH�FROODU�FULPLQDO�VXEMHFW�

5 Conclusion & Future Work

,Q�WKLV�SDSHU�ZH�KDYH�SUHVHQWHG�RXU�VWDWH�RI�WKH�DUW�PRGHO�IRU�SUHGLFWLQJ�ʸQDQ-
FLDO�FULPH��%\�LQFRUSRUDWLQJ�SXEOLF�GDWD�VRXUFHV�ZLWK�D�UDQGRP�IRUHVW�FODVVLʸHU��
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Re-application?
population?”) with survey data from the 2011 National Survey 
on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH). !is approach allowed us 
to obtain high-resolution estimates of illicit drug use from a 
non-criminal justice, population-based data source (see “How 
do we estimate the number of drug users?”) which we could 
then compare with police records. In doing so, we find that 
drug crimes known to police are not a representative sample 
of all drug crimes.

While it is likely that estimates derived from national-level 
data do not perfectly represent drug use at the local level, we 
still believe these estimates paint a more accurate picture of 
drug use in Oakland than the arrest data for several reasons. 
First, the US Bureau of Justice Statistics – the government 
body responsible for compiling and analysing criminal justice 
data – has used data from the NSDUH as a more representative 
measure of drug use than police reports.2 Second, while arrest 
data is collected as a by-product of police activity, the NSDUH 
is a well-funded survey designed using best practices for 
obtaining a statistically representative sample. And finally, 
although there is evidence that some drug users do conceal 
illegal drug use from public health surveys, we believe that any 
incentives for such concealment apply much more strongly 
to police records of drug use than to public health surveys, 
as public health o"cials are not empowered (nor inclined) to 
arrest those who admit to illicit drug use. For these reasons, our 
analysis continues under the assumption that our public health-
derived estimates of drug crimes represent a ground truth for 
the purpose of comparison.

Figure 1(a) shows the number of drug arrests in 2010 based 
on data obtained from the Oakland Police Department; Figure 
1(b) shows the estimated number of drug users by grid square. 
From comparing these figures, it is clear that police databases 
and public health-derived estimates tell dramatically di#erent 
stories about the pattern of drug use in Oakland. In Figure 
1(a), we see that drug arrests in the police database appear 
concentrated in neighbourhoods around West Oakland (1) 
and International Boulevard (2), two areas with largely non-
white and low-income populations. !ese neighbourhoods 
experience about 200 times more drug-related arrests than 
areas outside of these clusters. In contrast, our estimates (in 
Figure 1(b)) suggest that drug crimes are much more evenly 
distributed across the city. Variations in our estimated number 
of drug users are driven primarily by di#erences in population 
density, as the estimated rate of drug use is relatively uniform 
across the city. !is suggests that while drug crimes exist 
everywhere, drug arrests tend to only occur in very specific 
locations – the police data appear to disproportionately 
represent crimes committed in areas with higher populations 
of non-white and low-income residents.

To investigate the e#ect of police-recorded data on 
predictive policing models, we apply a recently published 
predictive policing algorithm to the drug crime records in 
Oakland.9 !is algorithm was developed by PredPol, one of the 
largest vendors of predictive policing systems in the USA and 
one of the few companies to publicly release its algorithm in a 
peer-reviewed journal. It has been described by its founders 
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FIGURE 1 (a) Number of drug arrests made by Oakland police department, 2010. (1) West Oakland, 
(2) International Boulevard. (b) Estimated number of drug users, based on 2011 National Survey on 
Drug Use and Health

(a)

(b)

IN DETAIL

17October 2016    significancemagazine.com  

• “To predict and 
serve?” (Lum & 
Isaac, 2016)

• Re-applying PredPol
on the basis of
national surveys of 
drug use, rather 
than prior “crime” 
data

as a parsimonious race-neutral system that uses “only three 
data points in making predictions: past type of crime, place of 
crime and time of crime. It uses no personal information about 
individuals or groups of individuals, eliminating any personal 
liberties and profiling concerns.” While we use the PredPol 
algorithm in the following demonstration, the broad conclusions 
we draw are applicable to any predictive policing algorithm that 
uses unadjusted police records to predict future crime.
!e PredPol algorithm, originally based on models of 

seismographic activity, uses a sliding window approach to 
produce a one-day-ahead prediction of the crime rate across 
locations in a city, using only the previously recorded crimes. 
!e areas with the highest predicted crime rates are flagged 
as “hotspots” and receive additional police attention on the 
following day. We apply this algorithm to Oakland’s police 
database to obtain a predicted rate of drug crime for every grid 
square in the city for every day in 2011. We record how many 
times each grid square would have been flagged by PredPol 
for targeted policing. !is is shown in Figure 2(a).

 We find that rather than correcting for the apparent biases in 
the police data, the model reinforces these biases. !e locations 
that are flagged for targeted policing are those that were, 
by our estimates, already over-represented in the historical 
police data. Figure 2(b) shows the percentage of the population 
experiencing targeted policing for drug crimes broken down by 
race. Using PredPol in Oakland, black people would be targeted 
by predictive policing at roughly twice the rate of whites. 
Individuals classified as a race other than white or black would 
receive targeted policing at a rate 1.5 times that of whites. !is is 
in contrast to the estimated pattern of drug use by race, shown 
in Figure 2(c), where drug use is roughly equivalent across racial 
classifications. We find similar results when analysing the rate of 
targeted policing by income group, with low-income households 
experiencing targeted policing at disproportionately high rates. 
!us, allowing a predictive policing algorithm to allocate police 
resources would result in the disproportionate policing of low-
income communities and communities of colour.
!e results so far rely on one implicit assumption: that the 

presence of additional policing in a location does not change the 
number of crimes that are discovered in that location. But what 
if police o"cers have incentives to increase their productivity 
as a result of either internal or external demands? If true, they 
might seek additional opportunities to make arrests during 
patrols. It is then plausible that the more time police spend in a 
location, the more crime they will find in that location.

We can investigate the consequences of this scenario 
through simulation. For each day of 2011, we assign targeted 
policing according to the PredPol algorithm. In each location 
where targeted policing is sent, we increase the number of 
crimes observed by 20%. !ese additional simulated crimes 
then become part of the data set that is fed into PredPol on 
subsequent days and are factored into future forecasts. We 
study this phenomenon by considering the ratio of the predicted 
daily crime rate for targeted locations to that for non-targeted 
locations. !is is shown in Figure 3, where large values indicate 
that many more crimes are predicted in the targeted locations 
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FIGURE 2 (a) Number of days with targeted policing for drug crimes in areas flagged by PredPol analysis 
of Oakland police data. (b) Targeted policing for drug crimes, by race. (c) Estimated drug use by race
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(c)
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Accidental absurdity? (Or is it?)

Experiment 1. Breast histopathology
Standard breast histology stimuli. A total of 144 images (48 at each of three magnifica-

tion settings) taken from breast tissue samples were used. These images consisted of equal
numbers of relatively straightforward benign and malignant examples from routine pathology
cases at the University of California Davis Medical Center. They were selected by a pathologist
authorized to view the original image files and were anonymized before being shared with the
research team. The tissues had been formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded, sectioned at 5-micron
thickness, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin following standard clinical practice. The
stained slides were digitally scanned using an Aperio whole-slide scanner at a maximum reso-
lution setting of 20!. Images were then down-sampled to provide representative fields at nomi-
nal 4! and 10! resolution. Each image was captured at 388 ! 388 pixels, and resized by our
program to 308 ! 308 pixels; when presented to the birds the images filled an area on the dis-
play of 9.1 cm on a side. Additionally, a rotated set of images was created. Each original image
(0°) had 90°, 180°, 270°, horizontal flip, and vertical flip versions, yielding a total of 288
(48 ! 6) possible exemplars. This set expanded the variety of visual stimuli, and was used dur-
ing the second part of each training phase to encourage generalization as opposed to
memorization.

Each magnification grouping was separated into two sets comprising 12 benign and 12
malignant tissue examples (yielding Sets A and B, respectively, for a total of 48 images). Group
1 was trained with Set A and tested with Set B; the opposite occurred for Group 2. See Fig 2 for
a representative sample of images displayed to the birds. The complete set is available in the S1
File included in the Supporting Information. Training began with 4! (low-magnification)
images, and after a test period in which novel, previously unseen samples were presented to
determine how well the birds could generalize, the cycles were repeated with 10! (medium)
and 20! (high) magnifications.

Training regimen. Daily training sessions comprised 144 trials, on each of which an
exemplar from the training set (A or B, depending on the bird) was randomly shown. During
the first phase of training, only the 0° orientation of the 24 stimuli was presented; in these ses-
sions, pigeons saw each exemplar 6 times.

Fig 1. The pigeons’ training environment. The operant conditioning chamber was equipped with a food
pellet dispenser, and a touch-sensitive screen upon which the medical image (center) and choice buttons
(blue and yellow rectangles) were presented.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141357.g001

Pigeons as Trainable Medical Image Observers

PLOS ONE | DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0141357 November 18, 2015 4 / 21

• “Pigeons as trainable observers of 
pathology and radiology breast 
cancer images” (Levenson et al. 
2015)

• Pigeons as competitive with deep 
learning. What does that mean? 
– Can say that it’s because there is a 

connection (Lisa Zhang, “From 
pigeons to Artificial Neural Networks”)

• Or, ML as equally theoretically 
absurd (“Should we replace 
radiologists with deep learning? 
Pigeons, error and trust in medical 
AI”; Alvarado, 2022)
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Clean up?

summary, it can be noted, however, that the obser-
vations presented in this section shift the burden of
proof toward any researcher who claims the exist-
ence of frequency effects in those times that can be
directly mapped to particular cultural or linguistic
phenomena, e.g. Petersen et al. (2012b, p. 4), who
argue that observable frequency effects ‘during
WWII represents a ‘‘globalization’’ effect, whereby
societies are brought together by a common event
and a unified media’.

5 Reconstructing the Composition
of the German Corpus in Times of
WWII

One could speculate that the sudden downward
spikes during WWI and WWII presented in the
Section 4 could signal a systematic bias, because it
does not seem implausible that the books published
in times of major wars are systematically different

Fig. 2 Corpus size (measured in volumes) as a function of time for nine different languages
Note: WWI!WWII times highlighted by the gray-shaded parts of the plots. To make the pattern more visible, the data
are log transformed.

A. Koplenig

176 Digital Scholarship in the Humanities, Vol. 32, No. 1, 2017
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• “The impact of lacking metadata for the 
measurement of cultural and linguistic 
changes using the Google Ngrams data 
sets—Reconstructing the composition of 
the German corpus in times of WWII” 
(Koplenig, 2015)

• Critique of “culturomics” paper that uses 
Ngram frequencies to make sociological 
and historical claims

• (See also: “Characterizing the Google 
Books Corpus: Strong limits to inferences 
of socio-cultural and linguistic evolution”; 
Pechenick et al., 2015)
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Accidental reflexivity?
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Figure 1: Human Rademacher complexity on the “Shape” and “Word” domains.

Results. Figures 1(c,d) show the measured human Rademacher complexities on the domains
X=Shape and Word respectively, with distribution PX=uniform, and with different training sam-
ple sizes n. The error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Several interesting observations can be
made from the data:

Observation 1: human Rademacher complexities in both domains decrease as n increases. This is
anticipated, as it should be harder to learn a larger number of random labels. Indeed, when n = 5,
our interviews show that, in both domains, 9 out of 10 participants offered some spurious rules
of the random labels. For example, one subject thought the shape categories were determined by
whether the shape “faces” downward; another thought the word categories indicated whether the
word contains the letter T. Such beliefs, though helpful in learning the particular training samples,
amount to over-fitting the noise. In contrast, when n = 40, about half the participants indicated that
they believed the labels to be random, as spurious “rules” are more difficult to find.

Observation 2: human Rademacher complexities are significantly higher in the Word domain than
in the Shape domain, for n = 10, 20, 40 respectively (t-tests, p < 0.05). The higher complexity
indicates that, for the same sample sizes, participants are better able to find spurious explanations of
the training data for theWords than for the Shapes. Two distinct strategies were apparent in theWord
domain interviews: (i) Some participants created mnemonics. For example, one subject received the
training sample (grenade, B), (skull, A), (conflict, A), (meadow, B), (queen, B), and came up with
the following story: “a queen was sitting in a meadow and then a grenade was thrown (B = before),
then this started a conflict ending in bodies & skulls (A = after).” (ii) Other participants came up
with idiosyncratic, but often imperfect, rules. For instance, whether the item “tastes good,” “relates
to motel service,” or “physical vs. abstract.” We speculate that human Rademacher complexities on
other domains can be drastically different too, reflecting the richness of the participant’s pre-existing
knowledge about the domain.

Observation 3: many of these human Rademacher complexities are relatively large. This means that
under those X , PX , n, humans have a large capacity to learn arbitrary labels, and so will be more
prone to overfit on real (i.e., non-random) tasks. We will present human generalization experiments
in Section 4. It is also interesting to note that both Rademacher complexities at n = 5 are less than 2:
under our procedure, participants are not perfect at remembering the labels of merely five instances.

4 Bounding Human Generalization Errors

We reiterate the interpretation of human Rademacher complexity for psychology. It does not predict
ê (how well humans perform when training for a given task). Instead, Theorem 2 bounds e ê,
the “amount of overfitting” (sometimes also called “instability”) when the subject switches from
training to testing. A tight (close to 0) bound guarantees no severe overfitting: humans’ future

5

• “Human Rademacher 
Complexity” (Zhu et al., 2009)

• Had people try to 
remember/”learn” random 
labels: quantifies how we 
interpret signal in pure noise

• Can use to say in an ML-
“legitimate” way, for example, 
how much people might  
interpret any clustering output 
as valid, if primed to do so

Theorem 1. Let F be a set of functions mapping to [�1, 1]. For any integers n, m,
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Theorem 1 allows us to estimate the expectation in (1) with random samples, which is of practical
importance. It remains to compute the supremum in (1). In Section 3, we will discuss our procedure
to approximate the supremum in the case of human learning.

Generalization Error Bound. We state a generalization error bound by Bartlett and Mendelson
(Theorem 5 in [1]) as an important application of Rademacher complexity. Consider any binary
classification task of predicting a label in Y = {�1, 1} for x 2 X . For example, the label y could be
the emotional valence (positive=1 vs. negative=-1) of a word x. In general, a binary classification
task is characterized by a joint distribution PXY on X ⇥ {�1, 1}. Training data and future test
data consist of instance-label pairs (x, y) iid⇠ PXY . Let F be a set of binary classifiers that map
X to {�1, 1}. For f 2 F , let (y 6= f(x)) be an indicator function which is 1 if y 6= f(x), and 0
otherwise. On a training sample {(xi, yi)}n

i=1 of size n, the observed training sample error of f is
ê(f) = 1

n

P
n

i=1(yi 6= f(xi)). The more interesting quantity is the true error of f , i.e., how well
f can generalize to future test data: e(f) = E

(x,y)
iid⇠PXY

[(y 6= f(x))]. Rademacher complexity
allows us to bound the true error using training sample error as follows.
Theorem 2. (Bartlett and Mendelson) Let F be a set of functions mapping X to {�1, 1}. Let
PXY be a probability distribution on X ⇥ {�1, 1} with marginal distribution PX on X . Let
{(xi, yi)}n

i=1
iid⇠ PXY be a training sample of size n. For any � > 0, with probability at least

1� �, every function f 2 F satisfies

e(f)� ê(f)  R(F ,X , PX , n)
2

+

r
ln(1/�)

2n
. (3)

The probability 1 � � is over random draws of the training sample. That is, if one draws a large
number of training samples of size n each, then (3) is expected to hold on 1 � � fraction of those
samples. The bound has two factors, one from the Rademacher complexity and the other from
the confidence parameter � and training sample size n. When the bound is tight, training sample
error is a good indicator of true error, and we can be confident that overfitting is unlikely. A tight
bound requires the Rademacher complexity to be close to zero. On the other hand, if the Rademacher
complexity is large, or n is too small, or the requested confidence 1�� is overly stringent, the bound
can be loose. In that case, there is a danger of overfitting. We will demonstrate this generalization
error bound on four different human classification tasks in Section 4.

3 Measuring Human Rademacher Complexity by Learning the Noise

Our aim is to measure the Rademacher complexity of the human learning system for a given stimulus
space X , distribution of instances PX , and sample-size n. By “human learning system,” we mean
the set of binary classification functions that an average human subject can come up with on the
domain X , under the experiment conditions described below. We will denote this set of functions F
with Ha, that is, “average human.”

We make two assumptions. The first is the assumption of universality [2]: every individual has the
same Ha. It allows us to pool subjects together. This assumption can be loosened in the future.
For instance, F could be defined as the set of functions that a particular individual or group can
employ in the learning task, such as a given age-group, education level, or other special population.
A second assumption is required to compute the supremum on Ha. Obviously, we cannot measure
and compare the performance of every single function contained in Ha. Instead, we assume that,
when making their classification judgments, participants use the best function at their disposal–so
that the errors they make when tested on the training instances reflect the error generated by the
best-performing function in Ha, thus providing a direct measure of the supremum. In essence, the
assumption is that participants are doing their best to perform the task.

3
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Comparative study?

Table 1. Evaluation Metrics for Each Automated Method.

Method (Coding Scheme) Inequality/Relevant Not Inequality/Irrelevant Weighted Averagea Time Trends Support

Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score Precisionb Recallb F1 Scoreb
Corr

(Two-Year MA) Correlation N
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

(1) Supervised MLc

Relevant versus irrelevant (A) .85 .90 .87 .81 .74 .77 .83
(.81–.86)

.84
(.81–.86)

.83
(.81–.86)

.75 .74 745

Inequality versus not inequality (B) .73 .60 .66 .80 .88 .84 .78
(.74–.80)

.78
(.75–.80)

.78
(.74–.80)

.69 .63 745

Inequality versus economic versus
irrelevant (C)

.67 .70 .69 .76 .84 .80 .68
(.64–.71)

.69
(.65–.71)

.69
(.64–.71)

.72 .69 745

(2) Dictionary
Levay-Enns (D) .91 .25 .40 .83 .99 .91 .85 .84 .80 .42 .59 1,253
McCall (B) .48 .84 .61 .86 .52 .65 .73 .63 .64 .66 .44 1,253

(3) Unsupervised ML
Topic model versus explicit (D) .63 .45 .53 .86 .93 .90 .82 .83 .82 .58 .68 1,253
k-means versus explicit (D) .88 .14 .24 .81 .99 .89 .83 .81 .76 N/A N/A 1,253

Note: Coding scheme A: relevant (explicit, implicit, general economic), irrelevant (irrelevant). Coding scheme B: inequality (explicit, implicit), not inequality
(general economic, irrelevant). Coding scheme C: inequality (explicit, implicit), economic (general economic), irrelevant (irrelevant). Coding scheme D:
inequality (explicit), irrelevant (implicit, general economic, irrelevant).
aWeighted by the proportion of true positives in each category. See footnote 7.
bParentheses contain range across the 25 test/training set pairs.
cSupervised ML values are for test set only.

13

• “The future of coding: A comparison of hand-coding and three types 
of computer-assisted text analysis methods” (Nelson et al., 2018)
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Exploration?
3JDIBSE +FBO 4P )PZU -POH BOE :VBODIFOH ;IV $VMUVSBM "OBMZUJDT

XF EJTDPWFSFE JO UIF PWFSBMM DPSQVT� 'PS JOTUBODF B UFYU CZ B CMBDL XSJUFS UIBU
GSFRVFOUMZ RVPUFT UIF #JCMF BOE POMZ JO B iTPDJBMw XBZ XJMM TDPSF IJHI PO UIJT NFB�
TVSF� $POWFSTFMZ B UFYU CZ B XIJUF XSJUFS XIP RVPUFT UIF #JCMF GSFRVFOUMZ JO B
OPO�TPDJBM XBZ XJMM TDPSF WFSZ MPX� ćFTF TDPSFT BMMPX VT UP QJWPU CFUXFFO JO�
EJWJEVBM XPSLT BOE UIF CBDLHSPVOE USFOET FWJEFOU JO UIF EBUB CVU BMTP UP SFMBUF
UIFN UP FBDI PUIFS JO XBZT UIBU MPPTFO UIF MJOL CFUXFFO UFYU BOE SBDF BT B DBUF�
HPSJDBM MBCFM 	'JHVSF �
�

'JHVSF �� 1MPU TIPXJOH UIF iTPDJBMw TDPSF GPS BMM OPWFMT DPOUBJOJOH BMJHONFOUTXJUI
UIF #JCMF� -PXFS TDPSFT JOEJDBUF OPWFMT XIFSF UIF #JCMF JT MFTT GSFRVFOUMZ DJUFE JO
B iTPDJBMw XBZ BT XF EFĕOF UIF UFSN� 4DPSFT DMPTFS UP [FSP JOEJDBUF OPWFMT XIFSF
UIF iTPDJBMw BOE iOPO�TPDJBMw DPOUFYUT BSF TQMJU FWFOMZ BT JO +BNFT #BMEXJO�T (P
5FMM JU UP UIF .PVOUBJO�

"DDPSEJOH UP UIFTF TDPSFT POF PG UIF NPSF iTPDJBMw OPWFMT JO PVS DPSQVT JT 4BSBI
8SJHIU�T ćJT $IJME�T (POOB -JWF GSPN ����� 0G UIF UXFMWF CJCMJDBM RVPUFT JO UIF
XPSL FMFWFO BSF NBEF JO B iTPDJBMw DPOUFYU� ćFZ GPSN QBSU PG B MPOHFS DPOWFS�
TBUJPO IBQQFOJOH JO UIF OPWFM CFUXFFO JUT QSPUBHPOJTU .BSJBI 6QTIVS BOE UIF
DIVSDI� " UXFOUZ�UISFF ZFBS PME CMBDLXPNBO MJWJOH B TVCTJTUFODF MJGF JO ����T SV�
SBM .BSZMBOE BOE QSFHOBOU XJUI IFS ĕęI DIJME .BSJBI BT 5SVEJFS )BSSJT XSJUFT
iNVTU SFFWBMVBUF BOE VMUJNBUFMZ SFKFDU $ISJTUJBOJUZw UP DIBMMFOHF UIF TPDJBM BOE
JOTUJUVUJPOBM GPSDFT UIBU EFOZ IFS JOEJWJEVBMJUZ BOE BVUPOPNZ��� 4IF EPFT TP CZ
JNBHJOJOH +FTVT BOE (PE BT DIBSBDUFST JO IFS NJOE XJUI XIPN TIF DBO DPOWFSTF
BOE BSHVF DMPTJOH UIF HBQ CFUXFFO IFSTFMG BOE UIF EJWJOF� 4IF SFEVDFT i+FTVT BOE

��5SVEJFS )BSSJT ićSFF #MBDL 8PNFO 8SJUFST BOE )VNBOJTN� " 'PML 1FSTQFDUJWFw JO #MBDL
"NFSJDBO -JUFSBUVSF BOE )VNBOJTN FE� 3� #BYUFS .JMMFS 	-FYJOHUPO ,:� 6OJWFSTJUZ 1SFTT PG -FY�
JOHUPO ����
 ���

��

• “Race, writing, and computation: Racial 
difference and the US novel, 1880-2000” (So et 
al., 2019)

• “Computational methods demand the 
quantification of one’s objects of study. It’s likely 
easier to accept measuring a novel’s popularity 
by sales figures or classifying its genre by 
diction than labeling it according to discrete 
racial identifiers. Such labeling is an affront to 
critical race studies, which has taken as its very 
mission the deconstruction of racial categories.”

• “Critical suspicion, of course, can also lead to 
critical adaptation.”

• Carefully done, but underwhelming in the end
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Investigating inconsistency?

86 | Nature | Vol !"# | $ June #%#%

Article

anatomical specification of regions of interest (ROIs). To test this, we 
applied a consistent thresholding method and ROI specification on 
the unthresholded maps across all teams for each hypothesis. This 
showed that even using a correction method known to be liberal and a 
standard anatomical definition for all regions, the degree of variability 
across results was qualitatively similar to that of the actual reported 
decisions (Extended Data Fig.!4).

We assessed the consistency across teams using an image-based 
meta-analysis (accounting for correlations due to common data), which 
demonstrated significant active voxels for all hypotheses except for 
hypothesis 9 after false discovery rate (FDR) correction (Extended 
Data Fig.!3b) and confirmatory evidence for hypotheses 2, 4, 5 and 6. 
These results show that inconsistent results at the individual team level 
underlie consistent results when the results of teams are combined.
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Fig. 2 | Analytical variability in whole-brain statistical results for 
hypothesis 1 (and hypothesis 3). a, Spearman correlation values between 
whole-brain unthresholded statistical maps for each team (n!=!64) were 
computed and clustered according to their similarity (using Ward clustering on 
Euclidean distances). Row colours (left) denote cluster membership (purple, 
cluster 1; blue, cluster 2; grey, cluster 3); column colours (top) represent 
hypothesis decisions (green, yes; red, no). Brackets represent clustering.  

b, Average statistical maps (thresholded at uncorrected z!>!2.0) for each of the 
three clusters shown on the left in a. The probability of reporting a positive 
hypothesis outcome (Pyes) is presented for each cluster. L, left; R, right. 
Unthresholded maps for hypotheses 1 and 3 are identical (as they both relate to 
the same contrast and group but different regions), and the colours represent 
reported results for hypothesis 1. Images can be viewed at https://identifiers.
org/neurovault.collection:6048.

• “Variability in the analysis of a 
single neuroimaging dataset 
by many teams” (2020)

• Lots of variation in analytic 
pipeline, and in results (but 
they suggest meta-analysis can 
resolve)

• (See also: “Many analysts, one 
data set: Making transparent 
how variations in analytic 
choices affect results”; 
Silberzahn et al., 2018)
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Using math where appropriate
• “Recombination: A family of Markov 

chains for redistricting” (DeFord, 
Duchin, & Solomon, 2020)

• (Not actually “machine learning”, 
but actually algorithms, specifically 
MCMC)

• Compare proposed redistricting to 
distributions of random valid 
redistricting

Run 1: 100K Flip steps, shown every 25K, no compactness constraint

Run 2: 100K Flip steps, shown every 25K, limited to 5% total cut edges

Run 1 boundary statistics Run 2 boundary statistics

Run 3: 10K ReCom steps, shown every 2500, no compactness constraint

Run 4: 10K ReCom steps, shown every 2500, limited to 5% total cut edges

Run 3 boundary statistics Run 4 boundary statistics

Figure 7: Arkansas block groups partitioned into k = 4 districts, with population deviation limited to 5%
from ideal. Imposing a compactness constraint makes the Flip chain unable to move very far.
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Building systems?
• “‘Alex speaks with my 

voice!’ Promoting 
science discourse with 
bidialectal virtual 
peers” (Finkelstein, 
2017)

• An AAVE virtual 
conversational agent
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Statistical critique?
STATISTICAL PARADISES AND PARADOXES IN BIG DATA (I) 711

FIG. 4. Comparison of actual vote shares with CCES estimates (and 95% confidence interval)
across 50 states and DC. Top row for Clinton; bottom row for Trump. Color indicates a state’s
partisan leanings in 2016 election: solidly Democratic (blue), solidly Republican (red), or swing state
(green). The left plot uses sample averages of the raw data (n = 64,600) as estimates; the middle plot
uses estimates weighted to likely voters according to turnout intent (estimated turnout n̂ = 48,106);
and the right plot uses sample averages among the subsample of validated voters (subsample size
n = 35,829). Confidence intervals based on unweighted sample proportions are computed following
(3.9), where the use of SRS variances can be conservative given the stratified design of the survey,
and yet they still do not provide any realistic protection against the increased MSE caused by the
non-response bias. For the turnout adjusted estimate, which is in a ratio form, a !-method is employed
to approximate its variance, which is then used to construct confidence intervals.

Specifically, Figure 5 plots the histograms of the estimated state-level data de-
fect correlation "̂N , where we switch the notation from "R,G to "̂N to emphasize
the (potential) strong dependence of "R,G on the population size N , and we use

FIG. 5. Histograms of state-level data defect correlations assessed by using the validated voter
data: Clinton’s supporters (left) versus Trump’s supporters (right). The numbers in boxes show
“mean ± 2 standard error”.

• “Statistical paradises and 
paradoxes in big data (I): Law 
of large populations, big data 
paradox, and the 2016 US 
Presidential Election” (Meng, 
2018)

• Derives a new fundamental 
statistical equation quantifying 
the effect of data quality/bias

690 X.-L. MENG

simplicity, hereafter the phrase “recorded” or “recording” will be used to represent
all such R-mechanisms.

It is thus entirely possible that nothing in (2.1) is probabilistic. The Xj ’s and
hence Gj ’s are fixed, as usual with a finite-population framework [see for exam-
ple Royall (1968)]. The Rj ’s can be fixed as well, that is, no matter how often we
repeat the process (as a thought experiment), each individual will either always
choose to report or never report. This, however, does not render our beloved prob-
abilistic approach obsolete. Far from it, a simple probabilistic argument provides a
deep insight into how to quantify the recording mechanism, and how it affects the
accuracy of Gn.

The key here is to express the actual error Gn ! GN in statistical terms that can
generate insights. The standard tool of expressing a sample average as an expec-
tation with respect to an empirical distribution comes in handy for this purpose.
Specifically, for any set of numbers {A1, . . . ,AN }, we can view it as the support
of a random variable AJ induced by the random index J defined on {1, . . . ,N}.
When J is uniformly distributed, EJ (AJ ) = !N

j=1 Aj/N " AN , the usual average.
Consequently, the difference between Gn and GN can be written as

Gn ! GN = EJ (RJ GJ )

EJ (RJ )
! EJ (GJ ) = EJ (RJ GJ ) ! EJ (RJ )EJ (GJ )

EJ (RJ )
(2.2)

= CovJ (RJ ,GJ )

EJ (RJ )
,

where EJ and CovJ are all taken with respect to the uniform distribution on J #
{1, . . . ,N}. This is a trivial variation of the key identity for bounding the bias of
ratio estimators [see Hartley and Ross (1954), Meng (1993)]. Yet it holds critical
insights we need in order to quantify our estimation error with both probabilistic
and non-probabilistic samples, that is, with any R-mechanism.

To see this, we first let !R,G = CorrJ (RJ ,GJ ) be the (population) correlation
between RJ and GJ , f = EJ (RJ ) = n/N be the sampling rate, and "G be the
standard deviation of GJ , all defined according to the uniform distribution of J .
Then, using the fact that the variance of the binary RJ is VJ (RJ ) = f (1 ! f ), we
have from (2.2) that

(2.3) Gn ! GN = !R,G" #$ %
Data Quality

$
&

1 ! f

f
" #$ %

Data Quantity

$ "G"#$%
Problem Difficulty

.

This identity tells us that there are three—and only three—factors that determine
our estimation error. The obvious factor of data quantity is captured by (1 ! f )/f
in the second term on the right-hand side of (2.3), which renders precisely zero
error when we record (accurately) the entire population (f = 1) and infinite error
when we record no data (f = 0). Another obvious factor is the problem difficulty
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Statistical critique?

120 Paul Humphreys and David Freedman

The statistical assumptions made by Rindfuss et al., let alone the
stronger conditions used by SGS, may seem rather implausible if examined
at all closely. For now, we set such questions aside, and focus on the results
of the data analysis. SGS report only a graphical version of their model:

'Given the prior information that ED and AGE are not causes of the
other variables, the PC algorithm (using the 0.05 significance level for
tests) directly finds the model [in the left-hand panel of Figure 3] where
connections among the regressors are not pictured' (p. 139).

FEC RACE . REL . YCIG

ADOLF

AGE

Fig.3. The left-hand panel shows the model reported by SGS (p. 140).The right-
hand panel shows the whole graph produced by the SGS search program
TETRAD.16

Apparently, the left-hand panel in Figure 3 is close to the model in
Rindfuss et al., and SGS claim a victory under their scoring rule no.l.
However, the graph published in Causation, Prediction, and Search (p. 140)
is only a subset of the one actually produced by TETRAD. The whole
graph—which SGS do not report—is shown in the right hand panel of

16The right-hand panel is computed using the BUILD module in TETRAD. BUILD asks
whether it should assume 'causal sufficiency'. Without this assumption (footnote 9), the
program output is uninformative; therefore, we told BUILD to make the assumption.
Apparently, that is what SGS did for the Rindfuss example. Also see Spirtes et al. [1993],
pp. 13-15. Data are from Rindfuss et al. [ 1980], not SGS; with the SGS covariance matrix,
FARM 'causes' REGN and YCIG 'causes' ADOLF.

"See Cornfield et al. [1959], International Agency for Research on Cancer [1986], US
Department of Health and Human Services [1990].

D
ow

nloaded from
 https://academ

ic.oup.com
/bjps/article-abstract/47/1/113/1567886 by H

arvard Library user on 26 Septem
ber 2019

• “The grand leap” 
(Humphreys & Freedman, 
1996)

• (See also: “Graphical 
models for causation, and 
the identification problem”; 
Freedman, 2004)

• Specifically a critique of a 
rather narrow subfield of 
“causal learning”, but it’s a 
subfield that is gaining 
some attention
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Statistical critique?
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Simulation of a point in “To explain or to predict?” 
(Shmueli, 2010): that ‘false’ models can “predict” (i.e., 
fit) better than the ‘true’ model (the data-generating 
process)
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Statistical clarification?
• “Machine learning: An applied 

econometric approach” 
(Mullainathan & Spiess, 2017)

• Very different sets of 
correlations can “predict” (fit) 
equally well
– Leo Breiman (2001) called this 

the “Rashomon Effect”
• But different fits suggest very 

different interventions
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Graphical models to express
Racial categories in machine learning FAT* ’19, January 29–31, 2019, Atlanta, GA, USA

several di!erent factors, including biometric properties, socioeco-
nomic class, and ancestral geographic and national origin.

3.1 Biometric properties
Though the relationship between phenotype and race is not straight-
forward, Omi and Winant [41] argue that there is an irreducible
ocular-corporeal component to race: race is the assigning of social
meanings to these visible features of the body. Indeed, the connec-
tion between phenotype and race has been assumed in research on
fairness in machine learning. In their work on intersectional accu-
racy disparities in gender classi"cation based on photographs of
faces, Buolamwini and Gebru [8] use the dermatologist approved
Fitzpatrick Skin Type classi"cation system to identify faces with
lighter and darker skin. While they draw the connection between
phenotype and race, they note that racial categories are unstable
and that phenotype can vary widely within a racial or ethnic cat-
egory. Indeed, it is neither the case that race can be reduced to
phenotype, nor that phenotype can be reduced to race: there is
broad empirical evidence that shows that intraracially among peo-
ple identi"ed as black, the lighter skinned are treated favorably by
schools and the criminal justice system compared to those with
darker skin [9, 38, 53].

Phenotype is a complex consequence of genotype, which is in
turn a consequence of biological ancestry.With commercially avail-
able genetic testing, genotype data is far more available than it has
been historically. It has also exposed the fact that many people
have ancestry that is much more “mixed”, in terms of politically
constructed racial categories, than they would have otherwise as-
sumed; this has had irregular consequences for people’s racial iden-
ti"cation [46].

Both phenotype and genotypemay be considered biometric prop-
erties under the law, and hence these data categories would be pro-
tected in many jurisdictions. However, despite these protections,
this data is perhapsmore available than ever. Personal photographs,
which can reveal phenotype, are widely used in public or privately
collected digital user pro"les.

3.2 Socioeconomic class
While racial categories have always been tied to social status and
economic class, the connection and causal relationship between
race and class has been controversial. Wilson [55] argued that in
the postwar period the rise of the black elite and middle class made
race an issue of “declining signi"cance”, despite the continued ex-
istence of a black underclass. Omi and Winant [41] are critical of
this view, noting the fragility of the black middle class and its con-
nection to the vicissitudes of available public sector jobs. Recent
work by Chetty et al. [10] on racial e!ects of intergenerational
class mobility con"rm that black children have lower rates of up-
ward mobility and higher rates of downward mobility compared
to white children, even when controlling for those that “grow up
in two-parent families with comparable incomes, education, and
wealth; live on the same city block; and attend the same school.”
This is due entirely to di!erences in outcomes for men, not women.
Massey [36] accounts for the continued strati"cation along racial
lines as a result of ingrained, intrinsic patterns or prejudice, which
is consistent with Bordalo et al. [6]. In the controversial work of

Genealo!"

Genot"pe Inheritance Nationalit"

Phenot"pe Class Cate!ories

Race

Figure 1: A model of how individual biological properties
(genealogy, genotype, andphenotype) are racialized through
national political categories and associations with socioeco-
nomic class. Here inheritance refers to all forms of capital,
including economic and social, passed from parents to chil-
dren. Broadly speaking, genealogy is a strong determiner
of race, but importantly as a common cause of phenotype,
class, and nationally recognized racial categories, which are
separate components of racial classi!cation.

Saperstein and Penner [47], racial self-identi"cation and classi"ca-
tionwas found to be #uid over time in reaction to changes in social
position, as signaled by concrete events like receiving welfare or
being incarcerated. This e!ect has been challenged as a misinter-
pretation of measurement error [30], though similar results have
surfaced outside of the U.S., as when Hungarians of mixed descent
are more likely to identify as Roma if under economic hardship
[48].

Confounding the relationship between individual race and class
is the fact that socioeconomic class is largely inherited; in other
words, there is always some class immobility. This is acknowledged
both in economics in discussions of inherited wealth (e.g. [42]) and
more broadly in sociologywith the transfer of social capital via the
family and institutions that bring similar people together with the
function of exchange [7]. The ways that racial social and spatial
segregation lead to the “monopolistic group closure” of social ad-
vantage on racial lines is discussed in Haynes and Hernandez [26].

3.3 Ancestral national and geographic origins
The de"nitions of races used in the U.S. census are “rife with in-
consistencies and lack parallel construction” [41], but have nev-
ertheless become a de facto standard of racial and ethnic classi"-
cation. Blacks are de"ned as those with “total or partial ancestry
from any of the black racial groups of Africa”. Asian Americans are
those “which have ancestral origins in East Asia, Southeast Asia, or
South Asia”. Hispanic Americans are “descendants of people from
countries of Latin America and the Iberian Peninsula,” and is con-
sidered by the census as an ethnicity and not a race. Though phe-
notype and class may be social markers of race, beliefs about race
as a “true” intrinsic property are anchored in perceptions and facts
about personal ancestry.

• “Racial categories in machine 
learning” (Benthall & Haynes, 
2018): graphical model to express 
causes of race racialization

• (See also: “Towards a critical race 
methodology in algorithmic 
fairness”; Hanna et al., 2020)

• When used for expression, are 
basically path diagrams, but 
calling them “graphical models” 
(and following additional rules) 
makes them more formal
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Graphical models as guide to critique
• “Disparate causes, pt. I” and “Disparate 

causes, pt. II” (Hu, 2019ab)
– Would need to backtrack through entire life 

history to really account for race as a 
counterfactual

– Expressed with reference to graphical 
models

• (See also: “Eddie Murphy and the 
dangers of counterfactual causal thinking 
about detecting racial discrimination”; 
Kohler-Hausmann, 2019)
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Reparations and COVID-19 paper

Enslavement
Institutional/

structural racism Healthcare

Employment

Housing

Wealth

Education

Environment

Incarceration

Physiological and
mental health

SARS-CoV-2
Exposure/Transmission

Developing
COVID-19

Morbidity

Social and structural
determinants of health

Big collaboration: Sandy 
Darity (econ) and Kirsten 
Mullen; Paul Farmer, Mary T. 
Bassett, and Gene Richardson 
(public health); me (data 
science) and my partner 
Maya (social work); others

Argument that (1) reparations would decrease 
inequality, and (2) less inequality means less 
disease burden for the entire population

“Reparations for Black 
American descendants of 
persons enslaved in the U.S. 
and their potential impact on 
SARS-CoV-2 transmission” 
(Richardson, Malik et al., 
2021)

• Big structural argument, lots of moving parts
• Imagines an alternative state of the world
• A new use of modeling; but doesn’t go so 

far as a new vision of society
• In the end, just performative realism? Is that 

okay?
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Math to make a point (Malik, 2020)
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err(µ̂) = 1
nEf kY � bY k22

= 1
n

h
Ef kY k22 + Ef kbY k22 � 2Ef (Y

T bY )
i

= 1
n

h
Ef kY k22 + Ef kbY k22 � 2 trEf (Y bY T )

i

+ 1
n

h
µTµ+ Ef (bY )TEf (bY ) + 2 tr µEf (bY )T

i

+ 1
n

h
�µTµ� Ef (bY )Ef (bY )T � 2µTEf (bY )

i

= 1
n

h
tr⌃+ kµ� E(bY )k22 + tr Varf (bY )� 2 tr Covf (Y , bY )

i

<latexit sha1_base64="4tuiTplQVr5iP+n6ckwgmD4vc8Q=">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</latexit>

err(µ̂) = 1
nEf kY � bY k22

= 1
n

h
Ef kY k22 + Ef kbY k22 � 2Ef (Y

T bY )
i

= 1
n

h
Ef kY k22 + Ef kbY k22 � 2 trEf (Y bY T )

i

+ 1
n

h
µTµ+ Ef (bY )TEf (bY ) + 2 tr µEf (bY )T

i

+ 1
n

h
�µTµ� Ef (bY )Ef (bY )T � 2µTEf (bY )

i

= 1
n

h
tr⌃+ kµ� E(bY )k22 + tr Varf (bY )� 2 tr Covf (Y , bY )

i

<latexit sha1_base64="4tuiTplQVr5iP+n6ckwgmD4vc8Q=">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</latexit>
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Apply this to non-iid data
• Imagine we have, for                  and 

• Then, optimism in the training set is:

• But test set also has nonzero optimism!


Y1

Y2

�
⇠ N

✓
X
X

�
�,


⌃ ⇢�211T

⇢�211T ⌃

�◆

<latexit sha1_base64="nudi2wUSp7CBsuMNkXQVR+Ehilg=">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</latexit>

2
n tr Covf (Y1, bY1) =

2
n tr Covf (Y1,HY1) =

2
n trHVarf (Y1) =

2
n trH⌃

<latexit sha1_base64="gHu5v0XcSXpf2mHjahNHYET+PaU=">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</latexit>

2
n tr Covf (Y2, bY1) =

2
n tr Covf (Y2,HY1) =

2⇢�2

n trH11T = 2⇢�2
<latexit sha1_base64="bnSVmx7bdLEew8vXVbyOne413ds=">AAAOy3icpZfdbts2FMed7qvz1qzdLnaxG3aFgW5wDclNltwEaPPRtUBTZG3aJI3cgJIomwglaiSV2NF0uQfa4+xtdijJoUx5XbcpCHx0fv9zSB5SIuWnjErlOH+u3Pjo408+/ezm590vvry1+tXtO1+/kTwTAXkdcMbFsY8lYTQhrxVVjBynguDYZ+TIP9/R/OiCCEl5cqhmKRnFeJzQiAZYgevs9h+eigQO8mGRJwXylEDeDr/wEs5oTJU8i+6fnA37yLukIZlglZ8UZ+4PaAt9YJgf508LdLIYgzwx4ciTdBzjd40MlVj/uPOfd4cQN1zQn92+5wyc8kJtw62Ne536Oji7c+uGF/Igi0miAoalPHWdVI1yLBQNGCm6XiZJioNzPCa578eWA+57DccpmAmOiRzlZfUL1ANPiCIu4D9RqPQupMCxlLPYB2WM1UTaTDuXsdNMRZujnCZppkgSVA1FGUOKIz2VKKSCBIrNwMCBoDAaFEwwlFjBhHc9QRJyGfA4xknoRTimbBaSCGdM5Z6MarPoLnQnS8eCkPPFEuieCRnJtldxziw3idMJ+XWxZnk61aWRVmNYCDyDaNPNH3MPFqvysShyT2SMnD5wyXSUO4P1VBX5cLBOpoUdMeHiqhGhNaNaWgda7U6riet6UAN4bMo7PZlukT893H9e5Lub7vZPTlswnAvcvc3NvfW24OFc8OTJjutstAVrc4HjrO2uOYsdOw3iUS6jcj00x5h7e0IPr5yHONc3FidNTtoci3FMk1rC02tp7V8mx9PlcvDbckgBT/0VaQdck1YInv5dyJzYIUq0xeCzZW6t8iN4fVjsmWHPbOYY5tjs5Zz5+Uub7Rm2Z7M3eEmftdMWwruzLdROLWw+x7l3YNo7sNPQJASaEpF6d8s/bVqaQ7NQDu34x6YGj222bdi2zXYN27WZ/9zA5zbcN2zfZkeGHdns2LBjm50YdmKzt4a9tdmlYZc2mxo2tdnMsJnNrgy7slk4NTMR2jB4UcMAs/xFq6aYpRMMCtgjvcq2FT5Rc0Fp2pykkjKe1JILLOYOWxhntQYMm5U7co0r21YcTkw/KttW7BJ2rahsW/Gq0cqrpa2EjRzh0hyq0Q+1tB9jHF+3Utnwcl7YNhQ9v6r2Om0x6gssZnnKJdVHKZqM+3KCUyL7IbzvRXm+kn0fgseCZ0lo7ZPpOEoZV5bX1xt4uSkDhzwMJobhGRG5SVS0IRw+SBNCF0sgG2H9GNOk31AihHo9JHlMEA7DchCYoSquPM6EJObd1oBhRQZ9BacE2W+OHTZzfinb9cGZ4rCQcVPcVpX52u5GJQcpPA0xF+lEJ0A9lHAqZ6gqeSswokqPr7p6CG4VhNVqfYAKOBchTbBaEtycMwgOBb7UwbBukEEIR3DM0s4uet/VQ6bk71s87cFDZ8PrksKkNvypLhZMjZZLNWNwGpslPCTF1mlABRxq+9AxGpz3UbkDZzGSsKVuOYONIO6XA9ryGQzl7qYzambhviTigoT/Oo/rOH2oMmP1/XAxL4M6J+r/9i7VaSCJPvXiZNzIQ5ME5gKqBEmG6+2+LaTRdSUflmvtH1IpDN9ZZlh1ATIC4+9b1TFp3VRZI3+ov0eaeQNGq3qZ7v3X3O5Q5+7CV5NrfyO1jTfDgftwsP7L2r1H2/X3083Od53vO/c7bmej86jztHPQed0JVr5d2Vp5svLz6v6qXL1a/a2S3lipY77pLFyrv/8FcxCCYg==</latexit>

⌃ij = ⇢�2, i 6= j
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Simulating the toy example
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Out-of-sample MSE: much worse!
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2XWƅRIƅVDPSOH��WUXH��HUURUMean training error: 0.40

Mean test set error: 0.61
Mean true error: 1.61 (also, long tail!)

Matches theory!
Irreducible error: 1
Estimator variance: 0.61
Expected bias: 0 (OLS is unbiased)
Expected training optimism: 1.21
Expected test set optimism: 1
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Implications
• No amount of data is ever enough! 
• We need to make independence/

exchangeability assumptions to model any data (we can test 
these assumptions with additional data… but only if we 
assume that the additional data are independent)

• (Opsomer et al., 2001: mean function and covariance 
function are not jointly identifiable nonparametrically)

• Using statistical theory to make a critical point about the 
limitations of machine learning (and statistics)
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Conclusion and discussion
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Some things we covered
• Auditing
• Reverse-engineering
• Scalable measurement
• Qualitative follow-up
• Qualitative evaluation
• Qualitative rigor (in context)
• Adding appropriate complexity
• Investigating context
• Parameterizing budget
• Studying up
• Studying the whole system

• Re-application
• Absurdity
• Clean-up
• Reflexivity
• Comparative study
• Exploration
• Investigating inconsistency
• Using math where appropriate
• Building systems
• Statistical critique/clarification
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Reminder: What’s the point?
With increasing depth:
• Rigor. Just doing things more carefully and outlining 

limitations (including sociotechnical)
• Critiquing/destabilizing machine learning: listing limitations, 

maybe absurdity (!)
• Strategic positivism: using machine learning to add 

legitimacy (risks reifying)
– (See also: “Roles for computing in social change”, Abebe et al., 

2020; but maybe not strategic, maybe just positivism)
• Imagining, mixed methods
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